
Colourplay
ART RETREAT

WITH KRISTINE BALLARD
PERTHVILLE 

– CENTRAL TABLELANDS NSW – 

3 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION   

EXPRESSIVE ART CLASSES & INSPIRATION EVERY DAY  

ALL MEALS INCLUDED 

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY,  

JUST A LOVE FOR COLOUR & CREATIVITY

Come create with me in the country

COUNTRYSIDE

INSPIRATION – EXPLORATION – MOTIVATION FOR YOUR ART CREATIONS

23 - 26  
SEP  

2022

ONSITE INSPIRATION

GARDEN SURROUNDS



PACKAGE INCLUSIONS
• Morning and afternoon  
 sessions of expressive and  
 colourful art classes

• Art talks on colour.

•  3 nights accommodation  
at Vale Lodge at St Joseph’s  
Heritage Convent and Conference 
Centre in Perthville.

•  All meals. Self serve buffet  
breakfast, morning and afternoon 
teas, lunch, dinners.  
The centre has their very own  
cook who can cater to your needs.

NOT INCLUDED*  

Travel and art equipment. BYO.
*Price is based on single room with ensuite basis.

Come create with me in Perthville
Calling all colour warriors! Time to plan a creative getaway for Spring!

 Only ten kilometres out of Bathurst lies a landscape that the likes 
of Van Gogh would  dream of.  Set in the grounds of the  

St Joseph’s Heritage Convent and Conference Centre we  
have the luxury of three days to translate this country wonderland to 

canvas.

Every day will be an adventure in colour and creativity. Discover new 
ways to translate your experience into expressive artworks. We have a 
fabulous location to paint from and many places we can wander to and 
make a colourful mess!

There will be lots of fun with colour and paint, as I help you discover some 
quick tricks and painters tips along the way. We will make some plein air 
paintings and also have a great air conditioned studio to work from. This 
getaway is all about exploration, inspiration and motivation. 

No skill level required,  just enthusiasm, an open mindset and a love for 
colour!  We will be focusing on elevating your artistic expression in the 
visual arts. The focus will be on developing expressive and abstracted 
artworks in paint. Immerse yourself in the adventure!

I believe everyone has the ability to be creative, often you just need the 
opportunity to start. Allowing yourself the space to create can be the 
challenge. The Perthville countryside is the perfect place to make a start.

Develop your inner ‘colour warrior’ and spend a long weekend with me 
going ‘Bright beyond beige!

Your art mentor, Kristine Ballard

YOUR ACCOMMODATION
All rooms are private single bedrooms with ensuite.

Please note. Limited number of double bedrooms are 
available at extra cost.

Lots of break out spaces to help you relax and wind  
down after your art making days.

CALLING ALL COLOUR WARRIORS - EXPLORE EXPRESSIONISM

The key to  
great art making 

–  Inspiration

–  Exploration

–  Motivation
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AU$990*

PER PERSON

ALL MEALS,  
ART CLASSES  

AND  LOCAL  
SPEAKERS

NURTURE YOUR

IN PERTHVILLEcreativity hospitality
COUNTRY COMFORT AND



Friday 23 Sep 2022
• GALLERY TALK • PUB LUNCH • WELCOME VALE LODGE  
• SETTLE INTO ‘VALE LODGE’ • COLOUR TALK • ALL MEALS INCLUDED

Make your own way to the Bathurst Art Gallery where we will have a 
guided tour of the current exhibition and see how other artists interpret 
the landscape. Take the scenic drive from Bathurst to Perthville where you 
will meet at the Bridge Hotel for a welcome lunch and introduction to your 
expressive painting weekend.

 After lunch you will check in to the Vale Lodge and receive and introduction 
to the history and grounds by the Director Sister Mary Murphy. This is 
your chance to discover the origins of the Convent’s natural scientist, 
Father JulianTenison Woods and nurture your love of experimentation and 
investigation. Our retreat will be about translating your new discoveries and 
experiences into expressive artworks.

Time to go for a stroll through the grounds to check out our new landscapes. 
There will also be time to do some creative mark making and get our first 
impressions down on paper and canvas.

Pre-dinner discussion on the history of the colour blue and its exotic 
adventures throughout history.

Dinner will be served in Vale Lodge tonight. Feel free to BYO.

  Saturday 24 Sep 2022
• PLEIN AIR  PAINTING • EXPRESSIVE PAINTING CLASSES  
• COLOUR TALK • ALL MEALS INCLUDED

Today is all about celebrating spring time colour in the convent garden. We 
will be channelling the expressive colour and style of Monet, Van Gogh and 
and Georgia OKeefe, to help us create some vibrant and energetic artworks.  
Of course there will be some creative new tactics for you to try to help you 
loosen up and have fun creating! 

There will be some plein air painting and some work done in the studio  
on this day.

Pre-dinner discussion on the history of the colour yellow and its sunny 
adventures throughout history.

Dinner will be served in Vale Lodge tonight. Feel free to BYO.

DAY ONE DAY TWO

country colour
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SPRING IN THE CAPTURING

IN THE GARDEN



DAY THREE

Sunday 25 Sep 2022
• PLEIN AIR  PAINTING • ACTION PAINTING CLASSES  
• COLOUR TALK • ALL MEALS INCLUDED

Time for some expressive landscape painting! Today is all about 
connecting to your subject matter and using your senses to create 
expressive artworks. Learn new ways to simplify your concepts and 
create energy in your work. Art masters such as Ian Fairweather,  
Brett Whiteley and Margaret Woodward will lead the way.

There will be some plein air mark making and painting done in the studio 
on this day. Pre-dinner discussion on the history of the colour red and its 
power throughout history.

Dinner will be served in Vale Lodge tonight. Feel free to BYO.
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Monday 26 Sep 2022  

• BREAKFAST • CHECK OUT

 Your last breakfast around the creative table at Vale Lodge before  
check out. 

Time to reflect on your retreat and all the creative conversations you 
have had. Make your own way back home and make sure to notice the 
unique landscapes and beauty of Perthvile as you depart.

landscapes
ENERGETIC
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More than what I imagined. My first retreat but won’t be my last. 
A wonderful experience in all aspects. Thank you!

Sue Candy

I want to thank you both for your energy goodwill and commitment to making it so 
successful. I know what it took from both of you to make it such a raging success!

Your energy, skill, knowledge was an inspiration Kristine.

The best thing about my painting was the shadows - free and loose! 
Thank you once again. So appreciated and with gratitude.

Diane Swalwel

I’ve been talking all afternoon about how wonderful the art, what 
I learnt, the company of everyone and the place… Mum and I had 
an incredible and amazing weekend thank you so much. 

Desiree Martin

A WORD FROM THE PARTICIPANTS ON ART RETREATS

DAY TWO



ABOUT KRISTINE BALLARD

Saturated colour and strong movement are signature strokes of a style I call 
Fragmatism’. Images float, dissolve and fragment across the canvas.   
Specialising in semi-abstract still life and landscape paintings, I want to create  
a sense of energy in every piece. 

Connections to our environment and the objects that fill them, are themes that 
continue to inspire my creative practice. Translating the vibrancy of life through 
colour is my life long quest. 

Based in Sydney, I work from my home studio in the inner west suburb of 
Sydenham. I have exhibited extensively both nationally and internationally and 
made final selection in many art competitions and shows throughout my art 
career. I ran an art school for over a decade and have completed art residencies in 
New York, Venice, Australia  and Fiji. I also enjoy helping others find their own  
creative path, this I do by conducting art functions and workshops and teaching 
one-on-one art classes. 

You can see more of my work at www.kristineballard.com or contact me via one 
of the social platforms below! I’d love to chat to you about all things arty! 

FACEBOOK:  www.facebook.com/kristineballardartist

INSTAGRAM:  For artworks https://www.instagram.com/kristinekballard/

   For workshops https://www.instagram.com/adventuresofcolour/

or email me:  kballard@kristineballard.com

www.kristineballard.com

‘‘ Guiding others on their own 

creative path is a challenge I relish.   

I am always surprised by how quickly 

students can progress if pointed in 

the right direction.”
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brightKEEPING IT 
BEYOND BEIGE

15 MINUTES DRIVE  
TO BATHURST

Perthville is a small country 
town in New South Wales, 
Australia. The town is located 
on the Central Tablelands, 
approximately 10 kilometres 
from the regional city of 
Bathurst. 

September has the lowest 
humidity of the year in 
Perthville. Daily temperatues in 
Sep range from 16°-10°C. 

The centre boasts a swimming 
pool that you can cool off in.

Conference rooms and 
bedrooms have heaters/fans 
and air conditioning 
for your comfort.

ST JOSEPH’S 
CONFERENCE 

CENTRE & 
VALE LODGE

there
GETTING



#
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

• Morning and afternoon sessions of expressive and colourful art classes

•  3 nights accommodation at Vale Lodge.

•  All meals. Self serve continental breakfast, morning and afternoon teas,  
lunch, dinners.

*Price is based on single bed rooms with ensuite.

NOT INCLUDED  Travel and art equipment. BYO.

*Price is based on a twin/triple share basis.  
Room allocation can be discussed  upon enquiry.

BOOKING DETAILS
$350 per person deposit taken to secure spot.  
Final payment required 4 weeks prior to weekend. 

Materials required for drawing and painting with acrylic paint.  
Easels and art boards are supplied.

  Download the art equipment list here >

Lots of free parking on grounds available. 

 
PLEASE NOTE While this is based at a Catholic institution no religious 
persuasions are discussed. The retreat is based on the ‘creativity’ that 
comes from a brush!

Thank you for such a fabulous weekend. Lovely new friends and so much 
learning . I have been banging on about the weekend to my husband and 
he is sitting here like a deer in headlights. He has no clue of what I am 
talking about. I look forward to your retreats next year. 

Debbi Henniker

Thank you for all the work you put into the Art Retreat. It was a 
great experience and your skills as an art educator really came to 
the fore. I do appreciate your feedback and insight into art and 
helping your students to grow.

Brenda Leslie

MORE FROM THE PARTICIPANTS ON ART RETREATS

WHAT TO PACK 

To enjoy your retreat comfortably 
and safely, it is essential that your 
footwear and clothing are suitable 
for the conditions.

•  Dress is casual, holiday wear. 
Comfortable clothing, loose-fitting 
natural fibres are best!  

•  Comfortable shoes.  
Covered walking shoes.

•  Sun hat  •  Sun cream

  •  Sunglasses

•  There is a pool so you can bring 
your swimming costume.

• Umbrella, raincoat

•  Camera or phone camera 
(Recommend a waterproof case 
because you’ll always get too close  
in order to get the perfect shot).

• Art Equipment (See left for list).

Colourplay AU$990*

PER PERSON

ALL MEALS ,  
CLASSES AND   

LOCAL  
SPEAKERS

–––– LIMITED PLACES AVAILABLE –––– 

PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR DETAILS BELOW AND ANY OTHER QUERIES YOU MAY HAVE

Name 

Email address

Contact number

All rooms are single bed with ensuite? There are a few double bedrooms at extra cost.

Please nominate if you require a double bed.

Any dietary requests?

Do you have any art experience?

Other questions you would like to ask?

Email completed enquiry form to:  
kballard@kristineballard.com and you will be contacted shortly.

Or call Kristine on 0416 182 046

BOOKING & ENQUIRY FORM 

PERTHVILLE 
23 - 26 SEP 2022

AU$990*

PER PERSON

ALL MEALS ,  
CLASSES AND   

LOCAL S 
PEAKERS

PERTHVILLE                                      ART RETREAT  

SPRING 23 - 25 SEPTEMBER 2022

https://www.kristineballard.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Art-Equip-List_Perthville.pdf


Colourplay
ART RETREAT

WITH KRISTINE BALLARD
IN PERTHVILLE,  CENTRAL TABLELANDS NSW

23 - 26  
SEP  

2022

For more information go to  

www.kristineballard.com/art-retreat/

SPACES LIMITED

Hurry, don't miss out! 
SPACES LIMITED




